
Danny Cole
and The Creature World



Danny Cole is remarked as one of New York’s most active figures in the emerging new world of post-
institutional art.  

Cole uses an imaginary universe inhabited by Creatures to bring the city’s youth together. 

Cole fabricates this alternative universe  
through his: 

            paintings,  
            stories, 

            installations, 
            and participatory experiences.



but through a quest for identity, 
became his gateway to accessing  

a subconscious voice.

The Creature World began as Cole’s 
childhood dream land, 

Emergence of  
The Creature

Cole took his experiences with The 
Creature World as an opportunity to 

hear his subconscious by tracing his 
visions back to their routes. 

A true dream is created from deep within the brain.  
It feels imposed on the dreamer.  
Dreams like these contain truths from the depths of 
our subconscious. It is up to the dreamer to unearth 
these truths.



Open-ended imagery and stories 
force participants to interpret from 
their unique perspectives, resulting 

in imposed additions to the creature 
world from the subconscious of each 

participant.

A Shared 
Dream

Through his art of The 
Creature World, Cole fosters 
a shared dream land for 
people to explore together.



Universal Emotion 
At our core, the emotions we experience are the 
same. 
This universal nature of emotion can be observed 
through the existence of empathy. 
The fact that humans are able to comprehend 
emotions experienced by others suggests immense 
shared emotional ground. 

Projected Understanding 
By this nature, to broaden one’s understanding of 
their own emotions inherently expands their ability 
to comprehend the emotions of others. 

Harmony Through Awareness 
To spread a shared understanding of the human 
experience is to foster harmony. 
For, if we all recognize our impact on others through a 
shared lens, we can extend the same care we hold for 
ourselves.

The Philosophy

The common ground created by exploration through the creature allows for unique, 
grounding levels of shared understanding.



The Creature 
World in Our 

World



Danny Cole performs a creature story 
with Portugal. The Man 



A Battle For 
Harmony

A live story and corresponding communal seven course dinner hosted by Cole



A Live Story by Danny Cole featuring Inner Wave 
Cole performs a creature story inside of an installation of The Creature 

World accompanied by LA’s Inner Wave



An excerpt from Cole’s performance with Inner Wave



Le Vigne Rouge
A participatory celebration of loss

By Danny Cole,  
Cage The Elephant,  
and Beck



Le Vigne Rouge By Danny Cole,  
Cage The Elephant, and Beck



Cole’s street art soliciting participation with  
The Creature World



Cole’s pop up store in the 
Lower East Side

One attendee was let into the room at a time to sit at a 
table with Cole and inquire about purchasing one of the 30 

screen prints on wood Cole had to offer. 

Cole asked each person: 

Why do you want the piece? 
And ended with 

How much do you want to pay for it? 

Without breaks, Cole sat in his chair for seven hours until 
he had spoken to every person in line. 

At the end, he chose the 30 he deemed as the rightful 
owners, and sold them prints at the price points of their 

choosing. 

Sales ranged from $0 to $1400



Welcome Creature Cole’s experimental psychological program 
practicing a lucid journey through The Creature Realm



Cole with Welcome Creature participants
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We’re in this  
together. 

Foster harmony  
in The Creature World.


